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(The Kids Have Taken Over Kaleidoscope...Literally!

All of the content in this issue has been provided by the kids, except for the Youth Staff articles.)

Kids Taking Over!
By Iyanna Turner, 5th Grade

Hello my name is Iyanna Turner and I am the Executive Director of Kaleidoscope Kids
Place.  Kaleidoscope is a very, very good place for kids to have fun, learn, and play at
the same time!  Kaleidoscope in general is a place were kids come after school they do
their homework, go to class, and then they have America Reads for a half an hour.
Kids taking over is where kids write everything for the newsletter, like me!  I am a kid
of the Kids Taking Over program.

America Reads
America Reads is where the kids read for 30 minutes.  If they are an older person they
are really like buddies.  The tutors come from the University of Minnesota.  America
Reads is so the kids can get their reading grades up at school.

Christmas Party
On December 23rd, every year Kaleidoscope has a Christmas party!  They have
stations like one station is decorating cookies, eating cookies, and watching a movie
while eating cookies, gym, arts & crafts, and playing bingo.  After all the stations all

the kids go up stairs in the lounge to open PRESENTS!
The presents come from St. Philip the Deacon &
Mattel!  Kaleidoscope puts all our names on the tree
and people come around the tree pick a name and
buy presents for that kid or kids.  I think that is very
generous of St. Philips the Deacon, and Mattel and the
people who bought the presents.
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Youth Staff
Where are they now?

Carneshia Rosenbloom
My name is Carneshia
Rosenbloom and I am the 4th

& 5th grade teacher.  I recently
graduated from Washburn

High School in June of 2005, and as my next step I
will be attending Minneapolis Community & Technical
College where I will be studying Child Development.
At the age of 14 I joined a program within
Kaleidoscope called City Fresh Produce.  In the
program I learned the aspects of gardening.  In
January of 2002 I became a Teacher�s Assistant.  As
a Teacher�s Assistant I helped the teacher with
assignments and I also helped the students with
homework.  In the summer of 2002 I became an
Office Assistant which I do every summer.  I learned
many skills thanks to Felicia.  Some of the skills I
learned were answering phones in a professional
manner, photo coping, faxing, filing, data entry and
doing small projects.  I was a Teacher�s Assistant
until the spring of 2005 and now I am a Teacher.
Through my journey with Kaleidoscope I�ve learned
many things: I learned how to interact with the
students here, and how to communicate with not
only the students, but the staff as well.  Kaleidoscope
is like my second home; I feel like I have known all
of the students and staff for far more then four
years.  Kaleidoscope is an amazing program for kids!

Karen Beamon
Working for Kaleidoscope all these years has been a
wonderful experience for me.  I�ve been involved with
countless amounts of activities, and gained many
skills.  I started as a Teacher�s Assistant the summer
of 2000 going into high school, and have continued
to be involved with Kaleidoscope in numerous other
programs.  I�ve been involved in City Fresh flowers,
produce, products, landscaping, interns, children�s
garden, and I worked as an America Reads tutor
through the University of Minnesota.  Currently I�m a
sophomore at the University of Minnesota, and work
as the Volunteer Coordinator for Kaleidoscope.  It�s
going on about 6 years now that I�ve been involved
with them and it is a wonderful place to be.  I don�t
see myself leaving anytime soon!

Deshieka Rosenbloom
Hi, my name is Deshieka
Rosenbloom and I am
currently the 6th, 7th, and 8th grade Youth Village
Teacher.  Kaleidoscope has been a second home for
me ever since I was a young teen.  My first year
working with Kaleidoscope was when I was 13 years
old.  I worked for a group within Kaleidoscope called
CityFresh.  Over the last few years I have continued
to work with CityFresh.   Some of the groups I
worked in were CityFresh flowers, produce, new
products, garden Teacher�s Assistant, Arboretum
intern, and over this summer I worked with the
communication team editing and publishing the
CityFresh newsletter.  Now as a Teacher I set goals
that I would like to help the Youth Village group
accomplish, and they are to introduce them to mass
media and give them a better understanding of
technology.  I also would like to help this group
discover their goals and plans for the future.

Talaea Rosenbloom
My name is Talaea Rosenbloom.  I am the teacher of
Kaleidoscope�s 2nd & 3rd grade class.  I have been
working at Kaleidoscope since the summer of 2005.
As a teen I also worked for Kaleidoscope�s summer
youth program as a Teacher�s Assistant in 1998.  It�s
an honor to work for Kaleidoscope as a teacher.  I
come from the same community most of the children
that attend Kaleidoscope come from.  I want to be a
positive figure in their lives; someone coming from
the same place they come from, who has seen some
of the same things they have seen living in our
community.  In February, I plan on finishing my
schooling in Cosmetology.  Currently, I am working
two jobs; Kaleidoscope weekdays and GNC
weekends.  With my free time I have been working
on getting my book published (Who Would of
Thought it Would End Like This?)  My main focus is
to be a good teacher; someone the kids can learn
from.  I really enjoy working for Kaleidoscope.  It�s
GREAT!

...in case you haven�t guessed it...THEY�RE STILL HERE!
(but they�re not youth anymore!)
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Youth Village Report
By Ariana Moline, 8th Grade

Youth village is a new program to
Kaleidoscope.  This group was designed
for 6th, 7th, and 8th graders.  Youth
Village�s main focus is on mass media and
technology.  Using what the group learns
they will create newsletter, brochures,
short movies, videos, etc.  Youth village
meets on Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays for homework help and a

technology lesson.  This group is excited to begin
a long journey of learning and fun!

Matt�s Class
By Alexus Rosenbloom, 1st Grade

Alexus� News!  I am Alexus and I am in first
grade.  My room is the sky room.  My teacher�s
name is Matt.  The people in my classroom are
nice because they share.  We play games and
read stories.  We made are pishr (picture) of
dinasors and it was a dinasor book and it was
about dinasors.  The end.

Carneshia�s Class
By Dominique Cotton, 4th Grade

In Carneshia�s class we do a lot of stuff.  When we first come into
the classroom we do our homework.  Second, we read a book if
you are done with your homework.  If you need help ask someone
next to you and if they can�t help you ask the teacher or Jennifer,
who is our other teacher.  Third, we do our math that is in our math
folder and when you are done the teacher will ask you to write
more or to ask you to get your journal out and wait, then we write
whatever she tells you to and then we share what we wrote.
Fourth, the teacher talks about what we are doing for the week�s

activity, then on Friday we do the activity.  For example, we made a cake.  Fifth,
we go with our America Reads tutor that helps us read and helps us to achieve
our reading grade and goals and helps us to be better readers.

What�s Going On Here...
...from the kids� perspective

Kids� Place Report
by Oscar Opara, 5th Grade

Kaleidoscope is a fun place to be.  You get to
play and finish your homework.  You meet
new friends and lots of teachers, but you
have to be nice to people, and you can�t
push or fight people or argue.  If you push
and fight you have to apologize.  Otherwise
just have fun, and you get to go on fieldtrips
and go to free choice.  That�s where you get
to go to places and go play like gym, computer
lab, games, dance, and drawings.
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Kids in View is a publication of Kaleidoscope. Kids in View welcomes submissions. We reserve the right to edit any
submissions for libel, spelling, grammar and length. Submissions should be typed and double spaced and fewer than
300 words.

If you would like to stop receiving this publication,
please call Felicia at 612-871-9268. Thank you.
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Families Together

February 3rd - SteppingStone Theatre
 “The Story of Hope”

March 23rd - Ceramics Night


